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1. PREFACE
A ma3or concorn of NASA's Technology Transfer Division
has been to determine the most effective methods for
matching applications of NASA's technology with the needs
and interests of non-NASA technologists and scientists. A
recurrent thecae in the work performed for NASA at Stanford
University ties been to investigate those methods which allow
maximum user in4olvement. in the selection of information
deemed relevant to his concerns. This is viewed as
important, since it is held that the ultimate "innovator,"
or "man on the bench" is the best Judge of what is of use to
him.	 Thus, minimization of unnecessary pre-screening and
pre-selection by third parties better allows the ultimate
user to exercise his own judgem}ent,	 and to make more
effective use of the information p resented to him.
At the same time, however, it is clear that eliminating
or reducing pre-selection of information leads directly to
higher user coats, b&cause the amount of information each
user must screen is magnified enormously.
Using machine readable data bases with an interactive
Et
	
	 searching algorithm can be a means for getting informations
directly t p
 those who will use it, with minimal inurease in
the user's costs.	 As an instrument of technology transfer,
i	NASA's RECON files could conceivmb#,y play an even greater
i
role in exposing the public to available NASA technology.
a
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With this idea as background, t his paper i,nvtstigatrts the
data base industry, and the !unctions that NASA already
Performs as a member of that industry,
2. INTRODUCTION
The growth of machine readable data bases has boon rapid
over the lost fifteen years. Currently over 1000
computerized data bases provide information in all areas of
the natural and social sciences ► 	 arts and humanities, and
business and public policy, A report from International
Resource Dcvolopment estimates revenue from tho su pp l y and
distribution of on-line data bases at $1.25 billion in 1981,
with growth to $5,5 billion in 1991.1
This paper describes a sample of the machine readable
data bases available to -the technologist and researcher in
tho natural sciences and engineering; and compares them with
the data bases and date base services offered by NASA.
The data base industry can be segmented into three
catogories, following the categorization of Roger
Christian. = Christian attempted to distinguish throe sectors
of this industry: the publishers, distributors, and users.
The problem with this simple segmentation is that one
individual or firm may operate in more than one of these
sectors. Distributors publish their own data bases.
Publishers market to academic and special libraries, as well
as to commercial vendors (who in turn market to academic and
Taleggmmunigatioj3s. Journal, March 23, 1981
= Christian, Roger: JIM Electronic Library: atbliooraohic
note Bases 1975-75 Knowledge industry Publications; White
Plains, New York; 1975; pa9e 4
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special libraries).	 Libraries that buy a data base may
compete directly with the su pp lyin g vendor or publisher.
The government sells, buys, and distributes to, from, and in
competition With private vendors and publishers. Finally, a
publisher's own data base and printed services may compete
with each other.
However, despite the often complex flow of goods in this
industry, categorizing the data thoso indusZry into users,
publishers, and distributors Is used in this study as a
useful classification of the industry.
NASA performs the functions of all three sectors in the
data base industry. NASA publishes its own data bases,
called the RECON/NASA files, NASA not only compiles much of
these files, but publishes them in machine readable form,
and distributes thew	 to its user group	 through the
Industrial Applications Centers (IAC's), 	 or the State
Technology Applications Cautars (STAC's), or by direct
dial-in access to NASA's computer center in Maryland.
Finally, NASA is itself a subset of the entire user set.
Much of the information on the RECON/NASA files is primarily
of use within NASA,
	
and the files are widely used by
in-house researchers and scientists.
Non-NASA users have access to the RECON files either
through the IAC's and STAC's, or through an arrangement
whereby prime contractors with NASA may have direct on-line
access to the RECON files.
i
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3. FUNCTIONS ASSUMED BY NASA IN THE DITA' SASE INDUSTRY
in the machine readable data bast industry, NASA not only
serves the functions of publishing, distributing, and using
its own data bases, but web responsible for developing
RECON, RECON is an interactive index and text searching
system, which was the precursor to Lockheed's current DIALOG
s y tem.	 Through RECON, users can search several types of
data files.	 These files are listed in Table 1 ► which gjves
the number of entries as of July 1, 1980c
Approximately 70: of the RECON entries are comprised by
STAR and IAA.	 Entries in STAR include:	 NASA,	 HA$A
contractor,
	
and NASA grtntee reports;
	
reports of other
government agencies, univisities ► private firms, and
domestic and foreign institutionsf translated reports; NASA
owned patents and patent applications; and dissertations and
theses.	 STAR covers all aspects of aeronautics and space
research and	 developments	 related basic	 and applied
research; and applications including earth resourcesh energy
development, conservation, oceanography, environmental
protection. urban transportation, and topics of national
interes .
Entries in IAA include: periodicals (including government
sponsored journals); books; meeting papars and conference
proceedings of professional and academic societies;	 and
translations of journals and journal articles.	 The subject
matter is aeronautics and space science and technology.
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TABLE 1
DATA FILES ON THE RECON DATA BASE
,` 
i	 As of July 10 1980
Document files
` Number of Para 
10Name Description Entries of Total
r---- -------------- - ------ - ------- - ----- -
STAR Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports 45'x,000 29.4%t
IAA International	 Aerospace
Abstracts 609,000 39.6%
OSTARE "Old" STAR 148,000 9,6%ti
LSTAR Limited STAR 811000 5.3%
CSTAR Con!3dential STAR 144,000 9.4%
Others Tech Briefs,
	
same ASRDI 104,000 6.7%
Total 1,540,000 100,0%
Special	 Files
Name bescript=>on Number of Entries
------------------
-----------
CPA
----
	
--------------------------
Computer Prog?A* Abstracts 2,300
P&DCS NASA Contract Diractory 14,600
RTOPS Research and Tachnology
Operating	 Plar: 7,000
ASRDI(Firo) Safety Filo1--rirt 4,000
ASRDI(Cryo) Safety file--Cryogenics 7,000
ASRDI(Mech/Strut)
	
Safety File--Mechanical
and Structural 900
Tech Briefs Tech Briefs 8,300
HALMET
(NASA Library Network)
Subject Av*ilability Number
Books NASA Holdings 74,000
_	 Books MARC Tapes 270,000
Periodicals 7,600
r
other files on the RECON system include OSTARE, which i8
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similar to STAR ► lists unclassified documents ► and is older
than STAR.	 The, RCDCS ► or NASA Contract Directory ► provides
the +contract number,
	
echniaal monitor,	 center#
	
and
principal 'investigator for NASA contracts.	 The RTOP file
lists current and older RTAP's, which are program plans
between NASA Haadquarters and the NASA field Centers. The
collection of ASRDI files is referred to as the "Safety
Filer" and lists reports collected by the Lewes Research
Centev addressing safety issues in each of the listed areas.
Finally,
	
the Tech. Briefs	 file lists NASA technology
available for commercialization, and contains most of the
information in the print version of Tech Briefs.	 *h*
hardcopy Tech Briefs has traditionally served as a mcJor
vehicle for transferring information concerning NASA
technology to the private sec + or # and as result there seems
to be greater public exposure to the hardcopy Tech Briefs
than to the machine .readable version.
Some of these data files ► in particular the ASRDI ►
NALNET, RTOP's, and RSOCS files, may be of little interest
outside the community of NASA personnel and associated
coatractors. However, other files, such as STAR, IAA, CPA,
and the Tech Briefs may be of considerable utility to
engineers and technologists outside this community.
Historically, there has been public ( non-NASA) access to
these files through either of two avenues. Those mombers of
-a-
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the public who are not prise contractors with NASA may
submit a search request with a regional IAC or 3TKC, and the
NASA staff will perform the search. 	 This branch of the
Technology Transfer Program ofers machine and manual
searching, historical as well as Selective Dissemination of
Information (Sol)--or Current Awareness--searching, and the
support staff to interpret and analyze the results of the
search.
Prime contractors with NASA may obtain on-line use of the
RECON files undue a development program to allow grestor
numbers of users: dial-up access to the RCCON system. In the
past, the number of direct aocoss dial-up ports that RECON's
computer could handle has been severely limited. A new
front-end processor and larger computer will greatly enhance
capacity. As an example of the advances made in expanding
its capacity and response, it is reported that RECON
response time is down to about two to two and one-half
seconds, as opposed to the approximately 26 second average
wait in the early stages of the system.0
Although much of the file content of NASA's RECON may
only be directly pertinent to those closely connected with
NASA, there is a substantial amount of information that may
be useful outside NASA.	 SoinoLL U_U makes the point that
: gu ms balled on a conversation with Mr. 	 Bill Brown of
NASA.
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through th q IAC'S and STAC's ► a non-NASA inquirer has access
to over 10 million documents# and of thrase ► 	 1.5 million are
in NASA/RCCON,	 in all# approximatoly 15#000 scientific and
technical
	 Journals	 worldwide are	 covered ► 	 as	 are
publications from other government agencies.4
Thus, NASA's data base answers totes nical and reference
questions for non-NASA users and NASA users and contractors,
and also serves as an internal research directory for the
community of NASA employees and contractors,	 In terms of
	 ,I
technology transfer, NASA uses machine readable data bases
to transmit information to private sector technologists
through two avenues.	 One avenue has beat► mediated through
the IAC's and S'Tt,}U's, and tf a other is direct and
conditional on the prerequisite of being a NASA prime
contractor,
one question which can be raised imn*diateiyo in light of
NASA's plans of expanding RECON Capacity and access, ins to
what extent have system limitations led NASA to treat the
RECON filas as a "private resource?"
	
Limited access to
RECON	 through
	
IAC's	 and	 STAC's	 is	 an	 efficient
distributional procedure when hardware limitations prevent
large numbers of dial-up ports.	 If a "peak load" of
independent users
	
cannot be met satisfactorily
	 by a
constrained system, then it is obviously more efficient to
x
5ningif 1979,	 HASAIa Office of Space and T4rrestial
	
Applications; pago 112. Figures are for 1979. 	 j
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force fill s ystem demands to be spread out over time. A
reasonable mechanism for doing this is to channol all, or
almost al. s ystem demand through agRnts who will most each
particular demand sequentially.
	
It appears that the tAS:'a
and $TAC O * have performed this role quite effectively.	 As
the capacity of the RECON system is axpanded, it ma- cu'U be
worth emphasizing the other services offered by NASA
Technology Transfer agentat as the importance of their role
as intermediaries to RECON can be diminished.
This Matter will be dealt with again,
	
following a
discussion of a sampling of the machine readable data bases
available to private sector technologists in the non-NASA
sector.
4it
E
4. A SAMPLE OF PUSLZCALLY AVAlLAeLL MAVUM!; RCA©ASl ► E DATA
BASES
ic
A sample of data bases wAs made to compare the scope of
coverage and services offered in the machine readable date
S
base industry with that offered through NASA ' s RCCOM.	 The
sample ass limited to technical and scientific data basest
as these were assumed to be of greatest interest to private	
I
sector scientists and technologists. ihe comparison was
made on the basis of subjects covered, type of information
recorded in the data base, source of information recorded in
the data base,
	
number of years covered,	 quantity el
information and
	
annual additions	 to the	 data ba_sa!
	 3
approximate yearlyarly charges for acquisition or lease of the
data beset and s;Rsociated cserviees.
The sample comprised 42 data bases, and was drawn from a
master list of scientific and technical data bases. The
master list was assembled from Information Marhat Place
1978- 1979 ► 	 which was selected	 as principal reference
document.	 Information Matket Place is a relatively current
and complete international compendium of information sourcrs
that are publically available. Appendix A is a copy of the
Tabl e
 of Contents of Information nnrhet Place, which is
included to illustrate the document's acopo of coverage.
in selecting the information sources to be included 0
their document # the editors of Inf2cmation market Elaca
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followed a narrow definition of what consti'tutos information
products and services. Their definition reads as follows;
Emphasis is on those organizations whicho by the
application of advanced technologies, create and
gather information and add value by performing one
or more of the following operations; organizing
its rearranging it, adding other facts, making it
more available, or by converting it into a new
medium.'
Guided by this definition, the editors clalw,,, to have
undertaken extensive research to locate all agenc^\,Ns and
organizations involved in providing information products and
services	 internationally.	 Upon . identifying	 these
organizatiorea,	 the editors	 mailed them questionnaires
inquiring into their principal and related products and
services,:	 Most of the descriptions in the final directory
appear to have been
	 self-selected.	 Apparently,	 the
questionnaire was c:ompospd of a series of descriptions, and
lists of pre-selected subject areas which ware merely to be
checked ofi by the
	 respondent.	 Certain phrases and
combinations of words were
	 repeated quite frequently,
particul p,rly in describing the subject areas of the data
bases. It is presumed that this is indeed how the
Information was collected, and this raises the question of
how well the descriptions fit the actual content and
services of the data bases and data best ccmpanies_,
On one hand ► this procedure made all respondents took at
the same questionnaire with the same questions and
categories ► and thereform lands a degree of uniformity to
the final descriptions of data bases and data base services.
Thts should aid in the comparability of these descriptions
in InforM,n%JgA tla rl ,,ot f;lacg
On the other hand ► 	with this proced'ure's reliance on
sell-reporting,
	
there	 is th•	 possibility that	 each
res pondent inter^,reted the questionnaire subjectively,
although the degree to which onQ can impose subjective
interpretation to words which are generally wall d4fined
through industry-wide use appearsminimal. 	 It is more
likely that variation in the quality of rep orted information
could occur because of
	
varying individual perceptions
concerning the expected utility	 and likely return to
cor:;ributing to this directory, one can never be sure to
what extant respondents presented an exaggerated image of
their data base and data base services while perhaps trying
to take advantage from some free advertising	 or failed to
adequately describe their data base and services because
they thought this endeavor one not 'ikely to pay off. One
can only speculate on the extent of these effects. if they
exist at all.
However, with a high voluntary participation rate among
American data base publishers, and with certain indications
- 14 -
that data base services were insufficiently described, it
appears that data base publishers perceived the directory to
be in their own interest, and that these publisher  did not
exaygerat• the extent of their data base coverage and data
base services.
If a	 data base	 publisher did	 not return	 their
questionnaire, the editors of the informoti market PlAge
directory performed their own research and presented only
the results of this research in the directory, with a note
to that affect.
	
Thus, it .;as possible to m paiure th«
participation rate among publishers who had bean contacted
by Infgrmntion Market Place, 	 For American companies this
rats was 1003, and for all companies internationally the
fate was 67%.
	
As only American data Lase companies were
included in the sample discussed in this paper, one can
surmise that American companies saw this directory to be in
their own interest, and that non- response of the publishers
is not a problem for the sample discussed her*.
Evidence that the publishers did not exaggerate the
extent of their data base and data base services can be
observed in the reported services that publishers provide in
r_
association with their data bases.	 For example ► 	 it was
reported that 54x of the data base publishers offered
"machine searching" as a service,	 whereas only 12% offered
"retrospective searching."	 It seems illogical that there
15 -
would in fact be such a high Jiscrepancy ► especially since,
most on-line searches access several years of data. it
seems more likely that the services actually performed by
data base, publishers were somewhat under - reported, fir that
there was ambiguity in the descriptive labels itsed in the
questionnaire.
	 i n either case ,  'Uhe sample discussed in this
paper will present only sit incomplete picture of any single
publisher,	 although
	
the overall	 picture across	 all
publishers should be adequate.
4.1
	
J, SAMPLE
? here is a section of Informat3.rM derket Place that lists
machine readabla data bases which are publically available
woe'ldwide.	 r "data base" is defined in this directory as a
"collection of machine readable records which are
periodically updated and which can be processed on computers
with the appropriate software." • The editors of Information
Market place described approximately 406 date. bases in this
sP,.Aion, And these included technical and non-technical,
domestic and foreign data ba*cs.
Information Market place, page 36
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The sample o! toc!?,Itical and scientific data bases was
" collected in two steps. first, all the technical and
scientific domestically produced data bases were selected.
This was done by a process whereby the author wade two
passes through the list. In the first pass the author
eliminated all data bases whose descriptions did not include
areas related to the natural sciences and traditional
technical fields.
	 A second pass was made to provide a
higher degree of objectivity to this process.	 This second
pass took advantage of a subject index of data bases which
is included in Infotmnti_QA Markot Plage. Scientific and
technical subject areas were selected, and the data bases
listed under each subject heading were cross -checked against
the first selection to ensure that there were no omissions.
Appendix 9 contains a list of the sub j ect areas checked.
This procedure resulted in a list of 128 domestically
produced data bases that could be of direct interest to a
private sector scientist or technologist.	 of course, it is
always possible that certain data bases, such as the
financial da`a bases, or indices of industrial production,
or even the listings of historic homes, could be of direct
interest to these scientists and technologists.	 Lt is even
more likely that cartain foreign data bases, such as the
European Space Agency's Space Components File,
	 or the
Carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance CMR, or Hydromachanics
and Hydraulic En g ineering,	 would be of direct interest.
- 17
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This is an important point,
	
since some foreign data bases,
such as Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries,	 are available
on-line through
	
services such
	
as Lockheed's	 DIALOG.
However, as specified before# non-technical or foreign data
bases were omitted. An ex panded study should attempt to
identify other types of data bases which could be relevant,
and which play a significant role in the data base industry,
as perceived from the American viewpoint.
The working sample was selected frr:a this list of 128
alphabetically listed data bases by taking every third
listed data base. There was an early oversight in that the
Paris-based Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries was originally
included in the working sample. 	 This was replaced by the
first entry on the master list, 	 which was the API Tech
Indox.
Summary information on each data base was then collected
from Informetibn Market Place, and this information was
supplemented by data from certain annual reports, 	 the
publication CotlLQ.ut.!_r Readable ante l^as^.i a Dirept^or y Ala
JjLtA Soffit rStbook, and from Ex_ce,riots from  Directory gj On-Line
,Data aA_ sew.	 The basic information collected for each data
base included its name,' publisher, type of coverage (whether
each data entry is bibliographic or non-bibliographic, with
a description), fields of coverage, years covered, number of
entries as of 1978 and number of annual additions, and where
--
the data base is available if available on-line. Appendix C
lists the names of the data bases in the sample, and the
publisher of each data base.
Entry 30 in Appendix C is RECON/NASA, which is listed as
available
	
through the	 Kno!rledge Availability	 Canter,
University of Pittsburgh.
	
The RECON/NASA data base is
described as	 bibliographic (listing
	
citations),	 with
multidisciplinary coverage of engineering, science ► 	 and
project management. It covers the years since 1962, had
720,000 entries in 1978 with 55,000 annual additions and is
not listed as being available on— line to the public.
The description of the RECON/NASA files in jni grmatian
Market Elace differs from that given in ,Spinoff 1980,
because the Information Mgrkat Place description is only for
the Knowledge Availability Center (the Pittsburgh "IAC").
Each IAC essentially has its own procedure for using the
RECON system,	 with the New England Research Applications
Center (NERAC) even producing its own tapes. The
description of RECON in tnforaation Market place is in fact
a description of information services the Pittsburgh 1AC
offers, rather than a complete description of the NASA/RECON
system.
This discrepancy is of interest, because it appears that
the extent of services available through the IAC's and
STAC's, as well as the scope of RECOYiYASA, are both being
ar
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under-reported in a reference document such as Informatian
Market place. With this insight into the manner in which
data bases were described in Information mar. ket placap the
characteristics of the data bases selected in the sample can
be discussed. The results will be examined to assess the
nature of publically available scientific and technical data
bases.
4.2	 RESULTS = DISCUSSION
Information Market Place classified the data bases as
either bibliographic or non-bibliographic.	 A bibliographic
data base	 was intended to supply	 full bibliographic
information of a published document. 	 A non-bibliographic
data base supplied specific data ► component specifications,
descriptions, or non-published reports. Informstion Market
Place did not supply detailed definitions on the difference
between these two types, but an article by Doszkocs, Rapp.
and Schoolman discussed the types of available data bases in
greater detsil.7
7 Doszkocs,	 Rapp,	 Schoolman,	 "Automated	 Information
Retrieval in Science and Technolo g y," Sgionc e,	 April 4 ►
1980. pages 25-30
20
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Their discussion of bibliographic data bases, data banks,
and the Rmerg ing "knowledge" data bases helps clarify the
classifications used by information Market place, These
authors cited bibliographic data bases as those referencing
published literature, and which are used most often to
locate an
	 article or document.	 These tend	 to be
computerized versions of existing indexing and abstracting
services. Examples include Engineering Index, Science
Citation Index, and Government Reports Announcements Index.
Non-bibliographic data bases include what these authors
refer to as "data banks" and ""knowledge bases." Data banks
contain numeric and analytical data obtained from published
literature, and often reference the source of information,
Examples include
	 the National Library
	 of Medicine's
Registry of Toxic Effects
	 of Chemical Substances and
Toxicology Data dank; and the Laboratory Animal Data Bank.
The former two contain toxicological_, chemical, and
pharmacological data for approximatley 36,000 substances
(listed by all their names and synonyms, and including their
formula), and the latter provides husbandry conditions and
physiological and pathological baseline data for laboratory
animal groups, and allows interactive statistical analysis.
Data from the former two data bases comes from published
literature, whereas data for the latter is obtained directly
from participating labcratories.
	 Finally the authors
discuss the "knowledge data basses," which they compare to
- 21 -
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encyclopedias or textbooks,	 The** data bases # such as the
Hepatitis Knowledge	 Save,	 represent an	 analysis and
synthesis of available knowledge,	 These example* help
illustrate	 the	 difference between	 bibliographic	 and
non-bibliographic data bases.
When the data bases in the sample were analyzed for the
relative number of bibliographic and non-biblicgraphic data
bases, the classification I f info#anon aprket p.LLg,& was
used. This classification was generally in oyreement with
that of Dosnkocs, Rapp # and Schoolman. 21 of the data bases
in the sample were described as bibliographic and 21 were
not. Although the numbers need not be exact due to certain
definitional problems, there does seem to be an even split
between bibliographic and non-bibliographic data bases.
The data bases were then cross-tabulated by bibliographic
versus non-bibliographic coverage and multiple versus single
field coverage. A data base was defined as having multiple
field coverage if its subject area included more than: one
separate field, even if those fields are related. A data
base with single field coverage had, obviously, a subject
area in only one distinct field.
As an illustration of this cross -tabulated classification
scheme, consider the following examp les: Maritime Research
Information Service (MRIS) counted as a bibliographic data
base with multiple field coverage, since loformat^	 Market
t
Place listed it as "bibliographic," indexing technical
reports ► journals, and conference papers. its listing of
multiple fields included marine transportation ► pollution,
business, chemistry#
	
law ► metalluirgy# and twelve other
categories. Cancerproj counted as a bibliographic data base
with single field coverage, as it is described as a
bibliographic listing of current cancer research projects,
and its coverage is limited to researchers, grganizations,
and funding sources involved in cancer research, and to
descriptions of that research.
A non-bibliographic data base with multiple field
covera g e was the Total Marketing Analysis Research Service,
which is a "full text database" listing contract au-,%rds by
the Department of Defense, and which covers Aerospace and
Aeronautical Engineering ►	 Agriculture	 and Agricultural
Engineering, Biology, Business, Economics and Management,
and Electronics and Electrical Engineering.	 Any of the
Cordurn Publications, Inc.	 data bases may serve as an
example of a non-bibliographic data base with single field
coverage.	 For example, one of these data bases is called
Discontinued Thyristor,
	
which provides engineering and
purchasing information a„,ret. discontinued models of this
particular electronic component. 	 Its field of coverage is
discontinued thyristors exclusively, 	 providing performance
specifications,	 engineering data,	 type numbers,	 and
manufacturers.	 ,-
t
f
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The results of this cros4 tabulation are shown in Table 2
Note that the data bases are split evenly between those with
multiple versus single field coverage# as well so those that
are bibliographic versus non-bibliographic,
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASES
Cross Tabulation:
Bibliographic vs, Non-Bibliographic,
By
Multiple vs. Single Field Coverage
Coverage	 Bibliographic	 Non-Bibliographic
Multiple Field	 17	 4
Single Field
	 4	 17
Again, although the numbers may not be exact due to
definitional problems, there does seem to be a tendency for
bibliographic data bases to cover multiple subject fields,
end lor non-bibliographic data bases to cover a single
subject field.
Perhaps this result is not altogether surprising. One
would expect a non - bibliographic data base to serve a well
defined (i , a., single subject) field, since by nature it is
oriented towards this. Somewhat gore surprising is the
finding thct most bibliographic data bases cover multiple
subject fields, as there is no a priori reason for this to
ii
One possible explanation is that bibliographic dal
may serve general research or literature reviewing
purposes, For these purposes, a bibliographic data bwse
covering a singl* subieat field could be too narrow to be
practical.
As an illustration of this problem it is interesting that
the Stanford University Engineering Library's principal
librarian found that piiforming a.n interdisciplinary search
on Lockheed's DIALOG system posed a ma3or difficulty. The
problem was that, too man y of the system files (individual
data bases) had to be referenced to cover all the relevant
material and subject areas desired.	 In this exate p le, it
could be said that the DIALOG system data bases still do not
cover anough fields. Enhancements to the DIALOG system
currently atiable users to search a small set of files
simulateneously ► and this is the first step towards the
ability to perform simultaneous interdisciplinary starches
on multiple data bases.
This question of the content and structure of a data base
could be relevant to NASA, particularly if NASA ware to
consider aggressively tailoring RECON files to users' needs,
as moro users have the opportunity for direct dial-up access
to RECON.	 The first step in this process would be to
identify those potential users	 acid their needs,
	 and
determine if NASA's files are of appropriate content and
be so.
bases
i
i
i
i
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structure.	 of course,	 as long	 as only NASA prima
contractors have this access, there is a high probability
that no file modifications would be necessary. Most NASA
pr ve aontrs.xtors and NASA personnel are, after all, in
closet.;► related areas of work.
A footnote to this discussion is that seven of the
seventeen non-biblio g ra phic single field data bases were 	 1
produced by Cordura Publications, Inc. 	 These data bases
were ► 	 Discontinued	 Diode,	 Discontinued	 Thyristor ►
Clastomers, Interface Integrated circuits, Line# integrated
Circuits, Microwave Tube*, and Optoolectronics. 	 All of
these provi_dad specific technical and production information
in electronics and materials.	 These appeared the most
specifically targeted data bases in the sample. Judging
from, Cordura's 1978 and 1979 Annual Reports and the Value
Gins Sum, these data bases have been quite successful for
Cordura, and are the company's most profitable and promising
enterprises.	 Cordura's data bases are an example of
targeted computerized i-!ormation banks, which are valued
enough by	 scientists and	 technicians that	 they are
commercially successful.
The source of the information listed in each data base is
describ-d in Tabla	 3. Table 3 was	 derived from the
publication,
	 :11R.p11AL Readable Deta dnseok: g Directory
Data Zourceboek, and data was available for 22 of the data
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bases.
	 Of the data bases listed, only 'sell and Howell's
Transdex was comprised of a higher percentage of government
reports than was NASA/RECON.	 100% of the Transdex entries
were listed as government reports, whereas for NASA/RECON
this figure was 909, Energy-line was a distant third in
this ranking, with 42X of its entri as coming from government
reports.
'rhe high percentage of government reports listed in
NASA/RECON set RECON apart from the remaining data gases.
82% of these data bases had 3% or less of government
reports, 50% had 65% or more of journal articles, and 27%
hnd 100'. "rather." Thus, NASA is in a distinct minority in
terms of its high percentage of government reports. Whether
this is perceived by potential users to be an advantage or
disadvantage is unanswered, but is obviously important in
terms of "marketing" the RECON system.
Table 4 shows the distribution of data bases insofar as
the first year of coverage is concerned: No clear trend by
five year grouping is apparent, although there does seem to
be a growth by decade (10 prior to 1960,	 13 in the 1960's ►
and 17 in the 1970's).
Table 5 illustrates the distribution of data bases by
their number of entries in 1978.	 The largest data base in
the sample was the CA (Chemical Abstracts) 	 Subject Index
Alert, with 17 ► 896,000 entries. Other large data bases were
27 -
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASES
By First Your of Coverage
First Year of Coverage
Prior to 1960
1960-1964
1965-1969
1970-1974
1975-1979
Number of Data Bases
10
7
6
11
6
the Science Citation Index with 5 million entries ► and CA
Condensates with 3 ► 133,600.
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASES
By Number of Entries ► 1978
Number of Entries	 Number of Data Bases
Less than 100,000
	
22
100 ► 000-500,000
	
10
500,000-1,000,000
	
4
1,000 ► 000+
	
6
The distribution of the 22 smaller data bases (those with
100,000 entries or less) is exhibited in Table 6
Eighteen of these twenty-two smaller data bases had less
than 50,000 entries.	 Figure One plots the number of data
bases on a log scale of sine.	 The distribution is
- 28 -
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASES
By Number of Entries ► 1975
Less Than 100,000 Entries
Number of Entries	 Number of Data Bases
Less thnn 10,000	 7
10,000 -20,000	 6
20,000-500000 	
50,000-100,000	 4
essentially constant,- at a level of approximatel y six dnta
bases for each size grouping.	 It should be noted, however,
that most of the data bases with less than 10,000 entries
were the highly-specialized,	 non-bibliographic Cordura
Publications Inc. data bases, as well as the extremely small
ARPAHET Requests for Comments (which is essentially an
on-line suggestion box).
Table 7 provides the distribution of data bases with
respect to the number of annual additional entries:
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASES
By Number of Annual Additional Entries
Number of Annual Additional Entries
	 Number of Data Bases
Less than 50,000
	 24
501000-1001000
	 6
100,000+
	
4
- 29 -
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This distribution it represented in Figure Two, which plots
the number of data bases on a log scale of the number of
annual additional entries. In contrast to the plot of
number of entries ( Figure One), the plot of number of annual
additional entries does not appear constant. The data base
with the largest number of annual additions was the CA
Subject Index Alert, with 2 , 600,000 additional entries
annually.
	 CA Subject Index Alert was also the largest data
base in size as of 1978,
	 Data was not available for every
data base.
Data representing the consumer ' s price to acquire, lease,
or license each data base was collected from Co:nouter
Readable ,A11 Bases: & Directory Ald Lg.0 Sourcebook. This
data was used to try to estimate a first order relation
between the "price" charged for each data base and a data
base characteristic that in theory would contribute to the
cost of producing the data base. In this paper the size of
the data base and the number of annual additions to the data
base were selected as characteristics hypothesized to most
likely affect the price charged to data base users.
The desired result is to test whether price charged for a
data base equals the marginal cost of producing that data
base. The marginal cost of producing the data base is
approximated by a simple cost function with a single data
base characteristic as its argument. 	 One would prefer time
- 3 i,,
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F
series data for tech data base to perform this measure, but
only a cross sectional sample for one year is available.
Furthermore,
	
the "price" variable is not an equivalent
treasure for each data base.	 The figures reported were for
:i
either acquisition, lease, or license of the data bass. For
simplicity the acquisition price was treated equivalently to
one year's less* or license price, even though an acquired
data base would provide additional years of service at no.
additional yearly charge, but additional years of service
from a leased or licensed data base would incur such
charges. Finally, only the user's "fixed" costs of gaining
initial access to a data base's information were considered.
Most of the leased or licensed data bases charged an
additional hourly search charge, or "variable" cost to the
user. These additional costs were not considered.
The first set of regressions were to determine if there
were a relationship between the size I! the data base and
the price charged the user. Simple regressions were run for
the seventeen data bases for which information was
available, and then for date bases classified either as
private, or non-profit and government. F Tests on each
regression showed that none of them were significant at the
90% confidence level. Results are below:
y a mx + b
y n acquisition, lease, or license costs
31 -
,
ax n number of data base entries
All data basest
(1) y # .0023K + 3630
N = 17
F(1,15) • 3.466	 insignificant
Private data basest
(2) y : .0019x + 6031
N n it
F(1,9) n 1.316	 insignificant
Government and :ion-profit data bases:
(3) y * -.000'9x + 1450
N i 6
F(1,4) s .676	 insignificant
Regressions were run with the number of annual edditiors
to the data base as the independent variable ► to sea if this
variable might not be a proxy for marginal costs, and
produce a correlation with the data base price charged.
Thera were insufficient data points to do this for data
hoses produced by government and non-profit organizations,
32
so the regressions were only performed on all 13 date bases
for which there wn.: data, and for the 11 private ones. All
regressions were insignificant at the 90lt confidence level.
y a ou + b
y n acquisition ► lease or license costs
x a number of annual additions to data bases
All data basest
(4) y n .0186x + 4322
N a 13
F(1,11) a 1.482	 insignificant
Private Data Bases:
(5) y a .0171x + 5033
N a 11
F(1,9) a .9962	 insignificant
The insignificance of these regressions may be attributed
to any of the following reasons:
1. Misspecification of variables	 j
2. Errors in the data
3. Misapecification of the model
4. Misspecification of the functional form
S. Lack of any true relationship
s
33	 a^
FPossible misspecification of the variables and orrors in
the data have already been discussed, and a correction for
possible hateroskodasticity	 (problaws with
	
correlating
variables from data bases of different sizes) 	 yielded no
better results.	 The simple regressions used here may not
reflect all the costing and pricing complexities that
actually occur,	 indicating an inaccurate model.	 The
functional form of these relationships may not be linear,
' but an experiment with log forms did not improve results.
Finally, it is possible that there is no true relationship
between these variables, although the argument for this on
the basis of current evidence is weak.
	 If there were to be
no true relationship, however, economic questions would
arise concerning the extent of potential inefficiencies in
the still young machine readable data base industry.
Twenty of the forty-two data bases were listed as being
publically available on-line, through services such as
Lockheed's DIALOG. The most commonly cited on-line service
was Lockheed's, but the following were also listed: System
r
Development Corporation's (SDC's)
	 ORBIT,	 the Nationalt
Library of Medicine's MEDLINE
	 MEDLARS on-line) ► 	 the
Bibliographic Retrieval Service (BRS), Triangle Universities
Computation Center, General Electric hark III, and Drilling
Activity Analysis System.	 It would be fallacious to assume
a
- 34 -
that the twenty-two data bases for which no on-line vendor
was listed are not available in some on-lint capacity.	 For
f
	
	
examples Cordurs Publicationa# Inc. offers on-line service
to its data bases through a contractual sgreeaent. Although
y this type of service is quite different from the "data base
topermarket" service offered by Lockheed# $ 5DC, or DRS, it
is still an on-line service.
it may be that some data bases can still be aocossed only
by,batch methods. Further investigation would be required
to determine the exact percentage of data bases available
on-line. However, it is instructive that in the Doszkocs,
Rapp # and schoolman article cited earlier, the authors note
that the majority of the 528 bibliographic data bases they
are familixr with can be searched on- line. 9
 The authors snake
no mention of the proportion of non-bibliographic data bases
available on-line, but one would expect this proportion to
b,t high duo to the nature of these data bases and their use.
• See Appendix D
Doszkozs, Rapp, and Schoolman:	 page 25
35
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5. DATA BASE PUBLISHERS
information on the publishart of the data bases in the
sample was obtained by referencing the "Database Publishers"
section of information Markgf
~ 
Placa, Twenty-six publishers
were responsible for the forty-two sample data baaesp and
their names are listed in alphabetical order in Appendix E.
Information was collected for each publisher, and this
information included the total number of machine readable
data bases and associated point products produced, and tho
availablility of special training sessions ► additional
publications, and customized services.
The twenty-first publisher listed in Appendix E is the
NASA-IACKnowledge Availability Center. It is described as
publishing two machine readable data bases, and no printed
associates to these data bases. 	 Special services include
sominars and workshops by arrangement through the marketing
department,	 machine	 and manual	 searching,
	
selective
dissemination of information (SCI, or "current awareness"
searching), analytical reports, and technical specialists to
clartf)', summarize, and analyze the results of a search.
This list can already be seen to be incoc^plete, for
Information Market Place does not describe NASA as offering
retrospective searching. "Retrospective searching" seems to
have been a standard category in Informntioa Market Place's
questionnaire, so it should have been listed.	 This service
is described as a NASA service in Spinoff 19
- 36
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of the twenty six data bass publishers, 	 Chers were
private profit and non—profit organizations, governmental
agencies, and the United Nations.	 Not enough was known
about the financing of these publishers to determine their
relative	 numbers,	 but	 it seemed	 `)at the	 private
organizations were the majority.
Table 0 illustrates the distribution of data base
publishers by the number of machine readable data bases they
produca:
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BASE PUBLISHERS
By Number of Machine Readable Data Bases Published
Number of Data Bases Published
One
Two
Three
Four
	 Nine
Ten or More
Number of Publishers
7
5
8
3
3
The three publishers producing more than ten computerized
x data bases are Cordura Publications Inc. with 26, Chamical
Abstracts Service with 14, and the National Library of
Medicine with 12. Twenty of the twenty--six data base
Publishers ware responsible for three or fewer data bases.
Thus, the industry seems to be characterized by a large
--------------------
10 Spinoff _179, page 112
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number of publishers Who produce a small number of data
bases, and by a small collection of publishers that produce
:
largea   number of data bases. AppendixF discusses a
ossible economic model to analyze this finding, and raises
issues for further investigation.
The final table in this survey of data base publishers is
a summary of data bass related activities undertaken by the
publishers. Table 9 lists the number of data base
publishers that engage in the,aetivity or service listed
(numbers include the NASA facility). Those entries marked
by an asterisk indicate NASA-IAC/Knowladge Availability
Center activities, as reported in Infor;nation Market Place.
The first comment to be made on these results is that no
definitions for the listed categories were provided. Thus,
there may not necessarily be a clear distinction between
certain of the categories.	 Furthermore, it is questionable
that these	 descriptions are complete. 	 As discussed
previously,
	
this d6ta appears to have been completely
self-reported by the respondents. 	 Thus, there is reason to
question the consistency of the responses. 	 It is likely
that if these activities were well defined, 	 and if one
interviewer had evaluated the activity of each publisher,
than the numbers in some categories would be higher. For
example, if 14 publishers engage in "machine searching" of
data bases, it would seem likely that more than three engage
in "retrospective searches."
39 -
TABLE 9
NUM6CR OF DATA BASE PUBLISHERS
Engaging in Listed Activity
Activity
Publishes Print Products
(often a paper version
of the machine readable
data base)
Training Programs
* Seminars and Workshops
User's Guide
Newsletter
e Machine Searching
Msnual searching
Retrospective Searching
* Selective Dissemination
of Information
Document Delivery
Facsimile Service
* Analytical Reports
Indexing
Telephone Interviewing
Thesaurus for Indexing
On Line Document/Hardcopy
e Access to Technical Specialists
Technical Conference Support
Number of Data Base Publishers
20
4
14
6
14
8
3
9
8
5
10
4
2
S
1
However, despite the potential problems cited above, one
can note three items of interest.	 First, in providing
"technical specialists to analyze and sum results, and to
clarify questions." NASA is one of oniy five publishers
listed that offer this type of customized service.
Second,	 only the ARPANET Network Information Center
provided on-Line documentihzrdcopy reproduction.	 eight
publishers	 (not	 including	 NASA)	 provide	 document
delivery--such as the Institute for Scientfic Information.
Except for these efforts, howevar ► 	 on-line access tO
documents remains a rare service.
Third ►
 the NASA XAC/Knowladpe kvailability Center -and the
Petroleum Information Corporation were the only publishers
to offer both analytical reports and access to technical
specialists. This indicates that NASA's coupling of
analysis by technical specialists with its data base is a
relatively unique service in th1, data base ~industry.
- 40
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6. DISTRIBUTORS OF MACHINE READABLE 'DATA BASES
This study was not oriented towards the analysis of
machine readable data base distributors, except insofar as
previous discussions have addressed this station of the data
base industry, Historically, the IAC's have been the access
point to RECON/NASA for all, non-NASA users. With dial -up
access to RECON bein g provided for more and more users, the
role of the IAC's could change. It is important to clarify
who will have dial-up access to RECON (it may never be
unviversal), and to what extent this will change the nature
and extent of the IAC's "clientele."
A parallel question is what the effects on the IAC's role
would be if a machine readable version of the Tech Briefs
were offered through a	 distributional vendor such as
Lockheed, SDC, or BRS. An analysis of these effects is
conditional, of course, on the extent to which one believes
there would be a commercial market for this information. If
there were little market potential,	 then no commercial
vendor would :offer such a file through their system (barring
subsidins),
Although it is not the intent of this study to
investigate future strategies for the IAC's, it does seem
important to recognize that certain 6evelopment3 in the
access to RECOM/MASA's information could impact the role
played by these institutions.
- 41 -
7. CONCLUSIONS
1. Technical and scientific data basea cover a wide
range of material through a wide variety of formats,
scope# and sizes. of note is the finding that
bibliographic data bases tend to cover multiple
sub j ect areas, whereas non-biblio g raphic ones tend to
have single field coverage.
2. RECOH/RASA contains some information of minimal use
to those outside NASA. However, for that information
that is of non-NASA intweVest, NASA data bases are
much like other scientific and technical data bases
in their structure, but historically have been much
different in terms of their access.
3. Despite some user aggravation in certain types of
searches, the structure of data bases seems tailors
to user needs. ongoing refinements and the
development of new types of data bases should even
more carefully tailor data bases to user needs.
4. The data base industry has a few large publishers of
many data bases, and many small publishers. 	 This
observation carries	 with it as	 yet unanswered
questions.
5. In terms of the activities of data base publishers,
NASA seems well specialized in its provision of
42 -
Itechnical staff for	 analytical and consultative
purposes.
G. With increasing dial-up access to RCCON/HASAP there
may be reason for re-evaluating the role of the
IAC's. if this is done, it is important to emphasize
their current specialization in analytical and
consultative services.
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Appendix a
Subject area headings from inforMet_ion Mark„gt Place,
1973-1979 used to select data bases of direct relevance to a
Private sector scientist or technologist:
Aerospace and Aeronautical Engineering
Agriculture and Agricultural Engineering
Astronomy
Biology
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computers. Data Processing Systems
Current Research Projects
Earth and Space
Electronics and Electrical Engineering
Energy
Engineering
Environment
Food Science
General Science and Technology
Geology
Life Sciences
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Medicine
Metallurgy
Nuclear Science
Patents
Petroleum
Physics
Pollution
Technology
45
Appendix C
The data bases selected for the sample studied in this
re p ort, and their publishers. are:
DATA BASE PUBLISHER
--------------------------
American Petroleum,
Institute--CA IS
Sadtler Research
Laboratories, Inc.
National
Agricultural L ibrary
BioSciences Information
Service (SIOSIS)
Chemical Abstracts
Service
Chemical Abstracts
Service
International Cancer
Research Data Bank;
Smithsonian Science.
Information Exchange
DATA BASE NAME
_.
------------- - -------------.
1. API Tech Index
2. ASTM Infrared Data Base
3. Agricola
4. Biosis Previews
5. CA Condensates (CA Con)
6. CA Subject Index
7, Canaerproj
S. Chemical Abstracts Service
Source index
	
	
Chemical Abstracts
service
9. Chemical Industry News
(CIN)	 Chemical Abstracts
Service
10. Clinprot	 I nternational Cancer
Research 	 Bank
Program ( ICRDG )
46 -
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11. Computer and Information
Systems abstracts;
Electronics and
communications Abstracts Cambridge Scientific
Abstracts *
 Inc.
12. Conference Papers Indent 	 (CPI)
13. Defense Market Measures
System	 Frost and
Sullivan, Inc.
14. Discontinued Diode	 Cordura
Publications, Inc,
15. Discontinued Thyristor	 Cordura
Publications, Inc.
16. Drug Product Information
File American Society	 of
Hospital
	 Pharmauists
17. Elastomers Cordura
Publications,	 Inc.
18. Energy Conservation Energy and
Environmental
Response Center
19. EnergyLine Environment
Information Center
(EIC),	 Inc.
20. Environmental
	 Impacts Energy and
Environment Response
Center
21. Food and Agricultural
Chemistry	 Chemical Abstracts
Service
22. Geological Reference File
(GeoRef)	 Ameri-c*n Geological
Institute
23, Hydrological Information
Storage and Retrieval
System (HISARS)	 Biological and
Agricultural
Engineering
24. IRIS Infrared Information
System	 Sadtler Research
Laboratories, Inc.
47
25. Interface Intagruted
Circuits	 Cordura
a	 Publicationst Inc.
26, Linear Integrated
Circuits	 Cordura
Publications, Inc.
27. Maritime Research
Information Service 	 MRIS
28. Medical Subject Headings
(MeSN) Vocabulary File	 National Library
of Medicine
29, Microwave Tubes 	 Cordura
Publications, Inc.
30. NASA RECON	 NASA IAC/Y.nowledge
Availability Center
31. Optoelectronics	 Cordura
Publications, Inc.
32. Pharmaceutical News
Index (PHI)	 Data Courier, Inc.
33. Polymer Science and
Technology	 Chemical Abstracts
Service
34. Production Standards
Format	 Petroleum Information
Corporation
35. Requests for Comments
(RFC's)	 ARPANET Netword
Information Center
36. Science Citation
Index (SCI)	 institute for
Scientific Information
37. Small Business	 International Data
Data File	 Corporation
38. TTD Keytarm Index	 Institute of Textile
Technology
39. Total Marketing Analysis
Research Service	 DMS Inc.
40. Transdex	 5e11 and Howell Micro
Photo Division
a
48
41. Wall History Control
System (WHCS)
42. World Energy Supplies
System (Worldenergy)
Petroleum Ynioraation
Corporation
United Nations
Statistical
office
- 49 -
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Appendix t
The	 publishers of	 the	 sample	 data bases ►	 listed
alphabetically:
1. Americ an Geological Institute
2. American Petroleum institute
3. American Society of Hospital Pharmacists
4. ARPAHET network Information Center
S. Zell and Howell Miero Photo Division
6. Biological and Agricultural Engineering
7. Bioaciences information Service (BIOSIS)
S. Cambridge Scientific Abstracts, Inc.
9. Chemical Abstracts Service
10. Cordura Publications, Inc.
11. Drys, Inc.
12. Data Courier Inc.
13. Energy and Environment Response Center
14. Energy Information Center
15. Frost and Sullivan Inc.
16. Institute for Scientific Information
17. institute of Taxtile Technology
18. international Cancer Research Data Bank Program
19. International Data Corporation
20. Maritime Research Information Service
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21. NASA IAC/Xnowledge Availability Canter
22. National Agricultural Library
23. National Library of Medicine
24. Petroleum Information corporation
25. Sadtlar Research Laboratories Inc.
26, United Nations Statistical Office
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Appendix F
A Theoretical Discussion of the Data Base Inckustry
Structure
An attempt was made to perform some theoretical analysis of
the data base industry structure. This analysis was
inspired by the works of Daumol, Fischer, and Braunstein,
who have investigated cost and revenue functions from the
perspective of firms producing heterogeneous goods. 	 This
perspective emphasizes a multi-dimensional analysis of the
revenues and production costs	 of every combination of
produced goods, by looking at revenue and cost behavior
along and between many "output rays" in "production space."
The key point is that the production of certain combinations
of	 industrial	 goods	 may	 be	 characterized	 by
complementarities of production endear complementarities in
consumption.	 If there are such complementarities, then the
industry's production , costs will decrease	 andeor the
revenues will increlase,	 respectively,	 with multi-good
production. Thus, the industry will find it more profitable
to produce particular combinations of several kinds of
goods,
	
conversely, if a combination of goods is subject to
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substitution in production and/or consumption, th
industry will be characterized by firms each produ
s pecialized and unique product.
If it is possible to demonstrate that there are
complamentarities or substitutions in production and/or
consumption of certain goods ( here-- types of data bases) ►
then one could demonstrate that there ma y be " natural"
limits and "ranges of production" for firms in an industry.
This would be counter to historical Economic wisdom, which
has often labelled an industry with a few large producers
and	 many small	 ones	 as	 "oligopolistic" and
	 hence
inefficient.
	 Does the publishing activity of the sample
publishers indicate a data base industry oligopoly,
	 or a
reflection of natural consumption and production forces?
This author, much to his regret, has no well-formulated
answer to the above question.
There is great appeal in hypotheses focusing on the
consumption side,
	
and how this could largely determine a
firm ' s size of production.
	 Chemical Abstract ' s data bases
most likely address much different user needs than do
Cordura ' s or Sadtler Research Labs'.	 The six Chemical
Abstracts data bases in the sample are bibliographic.
whereas	 Cordura ' s seven
	 and Sadtler ', s	 two are	 all
non-bibliographic.
	 The temptation is
	 to assume that
Chemical Abstracts data bases address users who would have
V— 7^^i
"complomentarities" in consumption.
	 Th a would indicate
that Chemical Abstracts should produce more data bases and
types of data bases than the other two. 	 This distinction,
however,	 does little to illustrate why both Chemical
Abstracts and Cordura are "Large" (14 and 26 data bases ►
respectively), and Sadtler is "small" (3 data bases). 	 A
proper evaluation of this issue would involve investigating
all data
	 bases produced by	 each of	 the twenty-six
publishers. However ► on the basis of the data bases
included in the sample, and at this level of analysis, this
does not appear a fruitful avenue of further research.
Looking
	
to	 the
	 production	 side	 for	 possible
complementarity or subsitution of production, there are some
a priori
	 reasons to	 expect either	 substitutions or
complementurities in the production of many types of data
bases. The least controversial reason to expect
complementarity in production is that producing a data base
involves extensive organization ind the writing of general
software- -each of which is a major front-end investment,
Once made,
	 these investments can	 be applied to the
production of other data bases. Furthermore, if a firm owns
its own computing facilities,	 then it is usually in the
company ' s interest to spread th* high fixed costs of this
equipment over as much work as possible. 	 Validating this
would require	 examining the production
	
processes and
facilities of each data bast publisher.
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On the other hand, it could be possible that producing
certain types of data bases involves exceptionally high
production costs for a very specialized product,	 thus
creating the potential for substitutions in production. For
example, suppose there are extremely high fixed costs in
developing data files and software to store and access
chemical information by molecular formula. This could be an
example where it is economic for a firm to produce only one
or a few data bases, since the technology involved in these
data bases may not easily be applied to other data bases.
Yet, such data file and software technology would probably
!ind success in separate data bases covering topics such as
physical chemistry, organic chemistry, biochemistry ► general
medicine, pharmacology, toxicology, materials sciences etc.
Perhaps P Netter example would be to determine if Sadtler
Research Labs Erg s such a specialized expertise, and such
specialized technological needs for its infrared spectral
information data bases, that there would be diseconomies for
3adtler to produce other types of data bases.
An empirical study of cost functions would be of use in
investigating this question.
There is an empirical study of the Journal publishing
industry which is interesting to cite in relation to this
discussion.	 Baumol and Braunstein	 have performed an
empirical	 study
	
of scale
	
economies	 and	 production
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complementerities for a sample of nonprofit publishers of
scientific Journals . " saumol and Fischer estimated a
variet7 of cost functions, and found that about two thirds
of the firms were close to their "minimum cost locus," so
that neither merging nor splitting these firms would reduce
.heir costs.	 Furthermore ► up to the "minimum cost locus ► "
or "point of minimum ray average cost," costs per journal
declined with the number of Journals per publisher. The
retraining one/third of the pu1*!:%hers was said to be in the
region of "sub -additivity," such that limited amalgamation
might reduce the firm's cost. As the Journal publishing
industry is more established than the relatively new machine
readable data base industry, it would be interesting to see
how close machine readable data base publishers are to the
points of "minimum ra y average cost."
Baumol, W.	 and	 a pt° b:= n ► T,: "Empirical Study of Scale
Economies and Proo- ^'. on -.:omplrmantarit y : The Case of
Journal Public; .;On,-" .Journal gi poolitig a i. Economy volume
85, number 5; ':s ^: a'o0or 1977; ,ages 1037-1048
SMX^W	 5.Y	 ^y^y s. ..P39a	
.. fi 4 Taia. ::'4^':6.
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